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Frankfurt’s answer to cider
Apple wine, or Ebbelwei, is for Frankfurt what beer is for Munich. It is not just a 
drink but a way of life and has been so for more than 250 years. From designated 
jugs to special terminology, and even its own historic tram, Ebbelwei is trendy!
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“An apple a day keeps the doctor away” 
is more than just an old saying and the 
people of Frankfurt have found a special 
way to ensure their daily vitamin intake: 
Ebbelwei. Apple wine, similar to the Brit-
ish cider though quite different in taste, is 
mainly made from eating apples or cook-
ing apples, which are pressed during pro-
duction in October, and has an alcohol 
content of 4.8 per cent to seven per cent. 
Also known as Äppler, Stöffsche, Apfel-
most (apple must), Viez, and Saurer Most 
(sour must), the flavour of Ebbelwei is, as 
the name suggests, quite sour and tart. 

There is a local wisdom that apple wine 
only tastes well after at least three glass-
es (presumably because taste buds have 
stopped working by then).

Large-scale apple wine production began 
in the 16th century, yet popularity with 
consumers did not peak until the middle 
of the 18th century when a change in cli-
mate meant that grapes did not ripen any-
more and diseases destroyed many vines. 
Savvy businessmen were forced to turn to 
other fruits to save their wine-making in-
dustry and as apples proved to be a suita-

ble alternative to grapes, a new beverage, 
apple wine, was born. Today, the two prin-
ciple apple wine producers in Frankfurt, 
Possmann and Höhl, produce a staggering 
25 million litres of apple wine and juice 
each year combined.

It is easy to distinguish locals and visitors 
in Frankfurt by the way they drink and talk 
about their Ebbelwei. A true apple wine 
drinker (a Schoppepetzer) enjoys the bev-
erage pure and will only in special circum-
stances, if ever, contemplate mixing it with 
sparkling water. This “watered down” ver-
sion, called a ‘Sauergespritzer’, is especial-
ly popular for first-time drinkers. A sweet 
version, particularly fashionable with the 
ladies and known as a ‘Süßgespritzer’, is 
mixed with lemonade, though this vari-
ation is frowned upon by the majority of 
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apple wine aficionados. Ebbelwei is a drink 
that is popular all year round in Frankfurt. 
In summer, strawberries are often added 
to create a kind of apple wine punch, while 
in winter, apple wine is served piping hot 
with cinnamon sticks and cloves, for ex-
ample on the Christmas Markets.

Traditional Ebbelwei taverns and restau-
rants offer a standard 0.3-litre serving, 
which always comes in a ‘Geripptes’, a 
glass etched with a diamond pattern that 
refracts light and improves grip. In combi-
nation, the glass filled with apple wine is a 
‘Schoppen’. Ebbelwei is also served by the 
‘Bembel’, a specific measurement just like 
the beer pitcher (one needs to know this 
terminology to blend in with the locals). 
The ‘Bembel’ is a ceramic, grey-coloured 
jug with a blue floral pattern, which has 
over the years become the main symbol of 
Frankfurt’s apple wine culture. 

Locals traditionally enjoy Ebbelwei in the 
city’s rustic apple wine pubs, which are 
easy to recognise by the fir wreaths hang-
ing above their doors. No doubt, apple 
wine tastes best when enjoyed in combi-
nation with the local fare, such as loin ribs 
with sauerkraut, boiled eggs and potatoes 
with the famous green sauce, ‘Handkäs mit 
Musik’ (cheeses marinated with vinegar 
and onion), and the legendary Frankfurt-
ers (sausages). The best Ebbelwei, though 
it is served all over Frankfurt, is found in 
the suburb of Sachsenhausen which has 
gained fame as the beating heart of the 
city’s apple wine scene. 

Apple wine culture has played an im-
portant role in Frankfurt’s joie de vivre 
for many years and fittingly, once a year, 
the locals pay tribute to their favourite 
beverage with its very own celebration, 
the Frankfurt Apple Wine Festival (11-20 

August 2017). Visitors can taste countless 
varieties of traditional apple wine as well 
as sparkling ranges, apple wine spirits, and 
the ever-popular apple wine cocktails, or 
kit themselves out with the proper Ebbel-
wei equipment from traditional glasses 
and lids to the famous jugs.

There is no more proof of the locals’ love 
for their apple wine than the fact that they 
have their own historical tram dedicated 
to it. Since 1977, the Ebbelwei-Express has 
been taking more than 1.2 million visitors 
on an apple wine tour through Frankfurt. 
The multi-coloured streetcar passes the 
city’s most famous sights like the Römer 
Square or the Goethe Memorial while 
participants can try a bottle of Ebbelwei – 
the straight version, of course.

www.frankfurt-tourismus.de
www.ebbelwei-express.de
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